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Parental Consent and Release of Liability 
Please Print and Provide All Information Requested 

 
IMPORTANT: THIS DOCUMENT CONTAINS A RELEASE OF LIABILITY. You ARE ADVISED TO REVIEW IT CAREFULLY. 

 

 
 

Iunderstand and agree that participation in "AwanaGames, " "Sparks-a-Rama" or "Awana Bible Quiz" ("Event') is a orivilege. In consideration of that 
privilege,Iam signing this Parental Consent and Release of Liability. 

 
Consent to Attend Event 
Ihereby give permission for my Child to attend and participate in the Event. 

 
Release of Liability 
Prior to my Child's involvement in the Event activities, I acknowledge that involvement of my Child in the Event may involve risk of property damage and of 
personal injury, illness or even death, including but not limited to the risks arising from transportation-related activities, recreational activities , accidents in and 
around facilities, adverse weather conditions, and injuries and illness as a result of food-borne illnesses and allergic reactions. 

By signing this Parental Consent and Release of Liability, Istate that my Child is fully capable of safely participating in all Event activities, and I expressly 
assume all risks of my Child's involvement, whether such risks are known or unknown to me at this time. Ifurther generally release Awana Clubs International 
("ACI') its directors,officers, employees, volunteers, and agents, and other participants at the Event, from any and all claims that Ior my Child may have against 
any of them, whether on or off Event grounds. This Release of Liability is given on behalf of myself,my Child,and any heirs, family, estate, administrators,and 
personal representatives of me and my Child. 

Iexpressly agree that this Release is intended to be as broad and inclusive as permitted by the State of Illinois. 

Consent to Medical Treatment 
Ihereby give my consent that my Child may receive medical treatment that may be deemed advisable in the event of injury,accident and/or illness during this 
event. 

List any medical or food allergies of Participant (please write 'None'if applicable):___      

_ Will Participant be under any medication while at Event? Yes D No D If yes, please provide details:   _ 

 

 
Media Release 
Iunderstand that at this Event or related activities, my Child may be photographed. Ihereby assign all rights to the photographs/video made of my Child by ACI. 
Ihereby authorize and consent to the editing, reproduction, exhibition and use of said photographs/video by ACI for promotional purposes in its publications,on  
its Web site and in local print media. Iacknowledge ACl's right to crop or treat the photographs/video at its discretion. 

Authority to Sign 
I represent and warrant that Iam a parent or legal guardian of the Child named above,and have the full power and authority to enter into this Parental Consent 
and Release of Liability on behalf of my Child. By signing below, I acknowledge that Ihave read and understand this document, and also represent that all 
information provided is accurate. 

I agree that this Release shall be governed by and interpreted in accordance with the laws of the State of Illinois, without giving effect to its conflict of law 
principles. Any litigation under this agreement shall be resolved in the courts of Cook County,Illinois. 

 
 

 

 

Parent or Guardian Signature Date Signed 

Printed Name and Phone Number Emergency Contact:  Name and Phone Number 

Event Consent & Release·ACI 
March 2012 

 
To Be Filled Out By the Church Please Print 
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Quizzing Objectives 
• To proclaim God’s wonderful grace and salvation through Bible quiz questions. Parents 

and friends may then see their need of becoming a Christian and be challenged to 
accept Christ as Savior. 

• To promote and encourage young people in Bible memorization and review of their 
Awana materials. 

• To provide a competitive atmosphere in which participants can display their Bible 
knowledge and gain a sense of accomplishment. 

• To give young people a greater love for and working knowledge of the Bible. 
• To build Biblical long-lasting relationships between the quiz coach and participants. 

Registration 
• An official Bible Quiz meet must include a minimum of three churches. Teams must register 

with the Event coordinator. 
• Early registration could guarantee participation in situations when many churches register. 
• Teams are accepted on a “first-paid” basis.  The registration fee is set by the Event 

coordinator to help defray quiz expenses. 
• A church may register for any books, but is not required to enter for all books. They may 

enter more than one team per book. 
 
Organization and Covered Material 
1) The organization of regional Bible Quiz meets depends on the number of churches and 

teams participating. 
2) A quiz team consists of two or three clubbers. 
3) A quiz team refers to the participants in each book, not to a total group of clubbers 

representing a church. 
4) All Bible quiz questions will come out of the current handbooks or manuals 

• Mission: Grace In Action – Units 1 and 2 
• Mission: Evidence of Grace – Units 1 and 2 
• Ultimate Challenge Book 1 and 2 – Challenges 1-3 
• Parent pages are not covered in any T&T book 

 
Quiz Format Overview 
Awana Bible Quizzing incorporates two basic formats:  Individual Multiple-Choice quizzing and 
Team Speed quizzing. All T&T meets consist of two (2) halves, one of Individual Multiple-Choice 
quizzing (10 questions) and one of Team Speed quizzing (10 questions). Scores from both halves 
determine the winning team. 
 

An accepted alternative format adds Team Huddle quizzing. This T&T meet consists of three (3) 
parts, 1 of Individual Multiple Choice (10 questions), 1 of Team Huddle quizzing (10 questions) and 
a final round of Team Speed quizzing for the top 5 teams only. 
 
Multiple-Choice Quizzing 
The multiple-choice segment allows participants to perform in a low-key competitive atmosphere.  
Participants are given an opportunity to answer a series of multiple-choice questions. 

Speed Quizzing 
In the speed quizzing segment teams compete against other teams.  All teams will be read the quiz 
question. The first team to respond is allowed to answer the question.  
In the huddle segment, the team works together to answer a series of short-answer questions using 
a whiteboard.  
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General Information 
 

Team 
1) Each clubber will quiz from the handbook they are currently in.  No clubber may quiz in the 

same book for two years. 
2) Cheering and applauding are encouraged after each answer is given. Informality helps relax 

quiz participants and motivates them as they compete. 
 
Apparel 
1) Awana emphasizes the importance of modesty, neatness and cleanliness in the apparel 

worn by both coaches and clubbers. 
2) All participants must wear their club uniform. 

 
Quiz Questions and Answers 
1) All questions will be taken from the latest edition of the Awana handbooks. 
2) The Event coordinator will determine quiz material covered and be responsible for writing the 

questions. 
3) Questions may be asked on any part of the books assigned, including verses, Bible readings, 

definitions, etc. 
4) The quizmaster prefaces each question with the word “question”.  No talking is allowed 

from the word “question” until the answer is given. 
5) Should the quizmaster read a question improperly, the question may be discarded and a new 

one selected. 
6) All Bible verses must be quoted word-perfect according to the latest edition of the Awana 

handbook. If requested, the quotation must include the complete reference. 
 
Use of Handbooks, Bibles, etc. 
Once the Bible quizzing has begun, no further studying of handbooks, Bibles or other material is 
allowed. NO ELECTRONIC TAPING OR RECORDING OF ANY KIND IS PERMITTED. 

 
Time-outs 
The quizmaster is the only official who can declare a time-out. 

 
Coaches 
1) Each team is allowed only one official coach during the quiz meet. 
2) The coaches may talk to their clubbers during the short intermission between multiple-

choice and speed quizzing (or huddle) quizzing. 
3) Coaches will be sitting in the front row when their team is quizzing. 

 
Appeals 
1) Only the official coach may appeal a question or an answer. The coach does this by calling out 

“question.”  The immediate preceding question is the only one that may be appealed by the 
coach. 

2) All appeals are directed to the head judge. When recognized, the coach confers privately with 
the head judge. After the coach voices the question, the coach must return to his or her seat 
while a decision is being made. 

3) The head judge may consult with the quiz judges before making a decision. In all cases, the 
decision of the head judge is final. 
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Individual Multiple-Choice Quizzing 
1. Two to three quizzers from each team may participate and will be quizzed on 10 

multiple-choice questions. 
2. If a church only has one quizzer for a team, that quizzer will be combined 

with another church that has a one-quizzer team OR a two-quizzer team. 
3. Questions and possible answers will be read once.  There will be three (3) answers 

to choose. Quizzers have five seconds to determine their choice of answers.  Some 
questions may be read twice, if the quizmaster feels their difficulty warrants it. 

4. When all possible answers have been read, the quizmaster will say, “Select your 
answer.” When the five seconds are up, the quizmaster will call, “Paddles up.” 
Then the quizmaster will give the correct answer. 

5. During the five-second-answer time, quizzers select the answer they believe to be 
correct. Then, at the call “Paddles up,” all will raise their answer simultaneously. 

6. If a quizzer’s paddle is raised late, the quizzer is disqualified from that question. 
Also, after the “Paddles up” call has been made, no paddle may be exchanged 
for another paddle. 

7. During the reading of the questions, quizzers must look down at their paddles while 
deciding their answer. Looking any other place may disqualify that quizzer from that 
question. 

8. At the “Paddles down” command, quizzers must lower their paddle. 
9. Individuals are awarded 10 points for each correct answer.  The top two individual 

scores from each team will be totaled for the overall team score. 
 
Team Speed Quizzing 

1. Two to three quizzers from each team may participate and will be quizzed on 10 
speed questions. 

2. There are no substitutions between the multiple-choice and speed round. 
3. No speed questions will be repeated unless the quizmaster rules it necessary 

because of disturbance or delay. 
4. All teams are given a toss-up question: 

• The first team to signal in is acknowledged. The quizmaster stops at that point 
and that team is recognized. The team has 10 seconds to confer; one person 
stands up and begins their answer; they have 30 seconds to complete the 
answer.  Once the answer has begun, no help can be given (looking back down 
at your teammate(s) will be considered a help and that answer will be counted 
as incorrect). 

• We will not allow stalling by saying, “My answer is…”, then stopping. This 
answer or one like it will be considered a stall and will not count as starting the 
answer within the 10 seconds. 

• If the team answers correctly, the value of the question is added to their score. 
• If the first team answers incorrectly, the whole value of the question is deducted 

from their score. 
• If the first team is incorrect the quizmaster will then recognize the team that 

signaled in second. This team will have the complete question read to them. 
After the question is completed, the team has five (5) seconds to stand and begin 
their answer. 

• If correct, the reduced value (half points) is added to the team score. 
• If incorrect, the reduced value is deducted from the team score. 

5. All speed round questions are worth 10 points.  The value is reduced by half when it 
is answered by the second team that signals in. 
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6. No one team member may attempt to answer more than two consecutive questions 

for their team (even if other teams answer questions in between). In other words, a 
quizzer can answer up to two questions in a row (right or wrong) for their team, and 
then another quizzer, from the same team, must be given an opportunity to answer. 
If a quizzer stands up to answer a third question, they will be stopped, and the team 
will be counted as incorrect and lose the point value of the question. 

7. Along with the quiz officials, team members are responsible for keeping track of how 
many consecutive answers have been given. 

8. Scores from both rounds are added together to determine the winner. 
 
Additional Speed Quiz Questions and Answers 

1. When a speed question has been answered, the quizmaster will ask, “Is that your 
answer?” Only when the quizzer answers “yes,” or time runs out, will the question 
be ruled correct or incorrect with “That is correct,” or, “I’m sorry, that is not correct.” 

2. Questions asked (other than Scripture quotations) may be answered in the quizzer’s 
own words, but must be close to what the handbook states. The quizmaster 
determines whether anything important to the meaning has been left out or    
altered. 

3. The quizmaster and head judge determine if a quizzer quickly corrects himself or 
herself in the process of giving their answer and if the answer will be accepted. 

4. Answers that contain extraneous information may be considered incorrect, even if 
the correct answer is included. 

5. Help from the audience counts as a wrong answer, even if the answer is correct. 
 

Additional Team Huddle Questions and Answers 
1. Each team will be equipped with a dry erase marker and board to answer 10 

questions together. 
 
2. Questions will be read once.  After the question is read, the Quiz Master will say 

“huddle.”  The team is allowed fifteen (15) seconds to “get together” quietly and 
come up with one answer.  Once the word “huddle” is said, the team writes down 
their answer on the dry erase board.  If the answer is unknown, the team may elect 
to leave the board blank. 

 
3. A timer at the judges table will give a warning when five (5) seconds are left.  This 

provides the teams with the opportunity to complete their answers, change or erase 
their boards.  When a total of fifteen (15) seconds are up the timer will call “time.”  
Each team must stop writing.  (If a team is in the middle of writing a word, the word 
may be completed.” 

 
4. The Quiz Master will then say, “Show your answer,” and “Correct answer up.”  

Teams need to show the scorekeeper the answer and if their answers match the 
correct answer as read by the Quiz Master, they should hold their boards high. 

 
5. We strongly encourage quizzers to write clearly and in large letters.  Spelling will not 

count against the quizzers, provided the answer is understandable and that the 
spelling of the word does not change the meaning. 
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6. Each correct answer is worth twenty (20) points for the team.  An incorrect answer 

will result in a ten (10) point deduction from the score.  No answer given has a point 
value of zero (0). 

 
Tie Breaker 
Ties between team(s) will be broken using the team speed quizzing format.  In the event of 
a tie, teams will be asked back to the stage.  If the team that buzzes in first answers the 
question correctly, they will win the tie breaker. If the question is answered incorrectly, the 
second team that buzzed in has a chance to answer the question. If both teams are 
incorrect, then an additional question is asked until a winner is declared. 

 
Schedule 
Teams are to be checked in by their coach at the time stated by the Event coordinator. 
Normally, teams check in 30 minutes before the quiz meet begins. 

 
Chain of Command 
• Event coordinator/Awana missionary 
• Quizmaster 
• Head Judge 
• Judges/Room Monitor/Timers 
• Scorekeepers 
• Team Coaches 

 
Suggested Bible Quiz schedule: 
• Welcome/prayer 
• Explanation of procedures 
• Recognition of teams 
• Grace In Action book multiple-choice quizzing / speed quizzing (followed by UA Bk2) 
• Offering for Awana ministry 
• UC Book 1 multiple-choice quizzing / speed quizzing (followed by UC Bk2) 
• Award ceremony 
• Prayer 
	
Quizzing Staff 
Each church must provide at least one volunteer who is acquainted with the Bible Quiz 
rules.  Each staff member must arrive at the time designated by the Event coordinator. 

 
Event Coordinator / Ministry Team 

1. Sends acceptance to the teams with information on the Bible Quiz time, place and 
other information. 

2. Keeps record of the teams registered and checks in each team at the quiz meet. 
3. Lines up and confirms staff members. 
4. Makes sure facility and equipment are ready for the quiz. 
5. Repack the quiz box in an orderly fashion. 
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Quizmaster 
1. Conducts the quiz program. 
2. Maintains full authority over the quiz, if the Event Coordinator is absent. 
3. Reads the quiz questions. 
4. Decides questions of clarification from scorekeepers.  He may make the final decision 

or he may defer to the judges.  The decision is his. 
5. Assists the head judge in any decision concerning any contested questions or 

answers.  (The Quiz Master is a judge.) 
 
Judges 

1. Check to make sure the quizmaster reads the questions correctly and clearly. 
2. Help determine whether a quizzer’s answer is correct or incorrect in the team speed 

quizzing. 
3. Assist the quizmaster in any decision concerning any contested questions or 

answers. 
 
Timer 
Tracks the length of time to begin an answer and the length of time to complete an answer. 

 
Head Scorekeeper / Scorekeepers 

1.  Record the points of those teams assigned to them throughout the quiz. 
 
Awards 
Bible Quiz awards will be given to all quizzers and their one (1) Coach. 

 
Preparing teams for Bible Quizzing 

1. Pray for your quizzers. Pray that the truths they are studying will have an impact on 
their lives! 

2. Select coaches to work with all prospective quizzers. 
3. Thoroughly review the materials and design practice questions. 
4. Select team members as soon as possible. 
5. Explain the quiz rules to team members so they know what to expect. 
6. Work with team members to be sure they really understand the material they have 

memorized. 
7. Instruct team members to know all verses and references (word-perfect), books 

of the Bible, Bible reading questions and definitions. 
8. Consider challenging another church to a quiz for extra practice. 
9. Drill team members in the various types of quizzing. Make sure you adhere to the 

quizzing rules given in this book. 
10. Attend coaches training if opportunity is given. 


